
Dear Parents, Coaches & Judges, 

We are so excited to welcome you to the Wolfpack Classic 2022. Please read the following
thoroughly for important information and to have a better understanding of how the competition
will run. 

When you arrive, parking will be available in our lot, on the side outlet street of Toro Grande, at the
warehouse across the street, or at the small street directly across from Tumble Tech. Parking will
be available at Nitro Swim Center ONLY AFTER 2PM ON SATURDAY. (See map provided). Please be
respectful of our neighbors and only park in their lots when necessary and during approved times.
Nitro Swim Center will be hosting an event on Saturday morning and their parking lot is for Nitro
Swim Customers only. Towing will be strictly enforced.

The admissions tables will be outside the front door (weather permitting). Coaches, judges and
athletes will have to check in at an additional table. Entry fee is $5/day for anyone ages 6 & up.
Guests Ages 5 and under are free, cash & card is accepted. NO OUTSIDE FOOD & DRINK
PERMITTED.

Staging and Hospitality will be set up in our parkour/cheer area. This area is for athletes and USAG
certified adults only. No parents, backpacks, or technology are permitted in this zone. We
encourage athletes to report to staging no earlier than 30 min. before their flight. 

Food will be provided for Coaches and Judges in our hospitality area. Refreshments will be available
for sale to athletes and spectators, at Smoothie Tech, our in house concession stand. There is a
bottle filling station for reusable water bottles down the hall to the left of the main entrance, next
to the restrooms.  
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The Wolfpack Classic Meet T-shirt is available for purchase by pre ordering HERE. Limited
sizes will be available on site. Prices are as follows; $25 for the Red shirt ($20 Pre-Order) and
$27 for the Tie Dye ($22 Pre-Order)

Virtual viewing is possible through our camera system, Live Feed Here, password will be
wolfpackclassic22 over the two days. 

We will be awarding flight awards for all levels & the top 6 overall for all multiple flights only.
Overall awards will take place at the conclusion of each session. 

Open workout  is on Friday from 12.00pm - 2.00pm and is open for athletes level 8 and up only.
Competition cards are required for these levels and must be handed in before the end of open
workout at 2.00 on Friday at the competition table. 

Thanks
Alex McKay
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https://wolfpackclassic22.itemorder.com/shop/sale/?saleCode=SJEGF
https://wolfpackclassic22.itemorder.com/shop/sale/?saleCode=SJEGF
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